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Camp Bullwheel alt tags 
 
Slide 1: Title Page 1 program text 
 
slide 2: Title Page 2 shows program Camp Bullwheel name in artistic mosaic. 
 
Slide 3: Photo shows aerial view of Camp Bullwheel along Fish Hatchery Road, Ennis Montana to Varney 
Bridge and fishing access in the background.  
 
4: Photo shows participant in a manual wheelchair on Camp Bullwheel's wheelchair-accessible raft using 
adaptive fishing gear alongside Madison River with companion wade-fishing in background. 
 
5: Photo shows three consecutive accessible Camp Bullwheel boats with participants on riverbank. In is 
drift-skiff with removable seats for participants who can transfer. Two identical accessible drift boats in 
near background offer ramping transom for wheelchair access. Two or three people are on each boat or 
standing nearby. 
 
6: Photo shows two accessible drift boats with ramping transoms for wheelchair access along the 
riverbank with two anglers for each, including one angler using a wheelchair in the background boat. 
 
7: Photo shows participants with and without wheelchairs river-floating on accessible raft, which 
indicates indicates multiple variations of seating and mounting to accommodate participants. 
 
8: Photo shows four participants including one wheelchair user along with one oarsman river-floating on 
accessible raft showing another seating and mounting variation. 
 
9: Photo shows two wheelchair accessible rafts on riverbank, including one with the front cross frame 
removed and portable wheelchair ramp deployed. A wheelchair user sits on that raft in his wheelchair 
prepared to de-board the raft. 
 
10: Photo shows a concrete river boat ramp with wheelchair accessible raft sitting on the water at the 
river bank and a wheelchair user sitting at the raft as ambulatory companion approaches. 
*Video shows companion unfolding and setting up wheelchair ramp for access to the raft. 
 
11: Photo shows a concrete a river boat ramp with wheelchair accessible raft and a wheelchair user 
backed up to the raft. 
*Video shows a wheelchair user backing up the boat ramp with verbal guidance from his companion.  



 
12: Photo shows an accessible raft at a concrete boat ramp with a portable wheelchair ramp. A manual 
wheelchair user sits nearby looking at the device and smiling. 
 
13: Photo shows the same accessible raft as previous slide, and the wheelchair user is now pushing 
himself up the ramp onto the raft while a companion stands by. 
 
14: Photo shows the same accessible raft as previous slides, and, but the wheelchair user is now pushing 
himself up the ramp onto the raft while a companion stands by. 
 
15: Photo shows the same accessible raft as above just as the wheelchair user’s wheels are now fully on 
the solid floor of the accessible frame. 
 
16: Photo shows the same accessible raft as above with the wheelchair user, oarsman, and a dog on the 
raft frame as they are floating away on to a river. 
 
17: Photo shows the same wheelchair user as above fishing on the water and with the oarsman handing 
him a brown trout that he just caught. 
 
18: Photo shows female Occupational Therapist wearing a Craig Hospital T-shirt in a hallway with an 
adaptive fishing pole strapped to her left hand. 
 
19: Photo shows a tile floor on which sits a standard fishing pole with an electric reel plugged into a 
rechargeable battery. 
 
20: Photo shows the same fishing pole as in the last photo but now held in a human left hand, of which 
the thumb is positioned on a control switch. 
 
21: Photo shows a young boy with a fly fishing rod strapped to a harness on his shoulders and held in his 
hand. The boy looks inquisitively as an adult male points to the device while speaking. 
 
22: Photo shows a more adaptive fishing pole mounted to a mount that allows its user to attach it to a 
wheelchair. 
 
23: Photo shows an adult male on an accessible raft in his wheelchair and fishing off the side. 
 
24: Photo shows the same person pictured in the previous slide, but he is now holding a fish and smiling, 
indicating he probably just caught it. 
 
25: Photo shows an adult male sitting in a wheelchair on yard grass next to another adult male with an 
adaptive fishing device. The man in the wheelchair has a joystick mount extending up to his chin. In the 
background are several Trailers, people in lawn chairs, a small cabin, and some dogs. 
 
26: Photo shows an adult male sitting in a wheelchair on a raft going down the a river with a fishing pole 
next to him while he is holding up a brown trout and has a big smile as if he just caught it. A young girl 
stands closely beside the man leaning against his shoulder and knee, also smiling. 


